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EXAMINATION OF THE OPERATIONALISATION OF THE SMALL FIRM LEARNING NETWORK MODEL IN THE FÁILTE IRELAND MERGO CBTLN NETWORK

This paper examines the implementation of the Small Firm Learning Network Model (Foley, Harrington & Kelliher, 2006), in particular, its operationalisation within the *mergo* Tourism Network. This model emerged from multiple calls for training interventions to be based on helping entrepreneurs to learn rather than imposing prescribed solutions (see for example, Deakins & Freel, 1998, Zinatelli et al., 1996). Irish businesses have called for more flexible, accessible development programmes, with networks emerging as the essential support structure (De Faoite et al., 2004), and network activity positively affects the quality of experiential learning (Deakins & Freel, 1998). This networking philosophy is core to the learning network model, and has been given active support within the Irish tourism context by the Fáilte Ireland County-Based Tourism Learning Networks (CBTLN) initiative.

The Small Firm Learning Network model has been adapted for operationalisation in the *mergo* CBTLN programme, based in the south-east and the south-west. A single indepth case study is used as a suitable research context. The model and its incumbent learning approach is based on an action learning ethos, involving small business operators and support agencies and incorporating local learning sets, a web community, and a series of learning interventions. Representing a marked departure from traditional training delivery in this sector; the approach has resulted in active and substantial involvement in the network among participating tourism enterprises. As the network facilitates the individual tourism business in developing key capabilities, this approach has an incremental and augmented impact through the larger network, thereby working towards achieving the ultimate objective of improved competitiveness in the Irish tourism sector.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper examines the implementation of the Small Firm Learning Network Model (Foley, Harrington & Kelliher, 2006), in particular, its operationalisation within the mergo Tourism Network. This model emerged from multiple calls for training interventions to be based on helping entrepreneurs to learn rather than imposing prescribed solutions (see for example, Deakins & Freel, 1998, Zinatelli et al., 1996). Irish businesses have called for more flexible, accessible development programmes, with networks emerging as the essential support structure (De Faoite et al., 2004), and network activity positively affects the quality of experiential learning (Deakins & Freel, 1998). This networking philosophy is core to the learning network model, and has been given active support within the Irish tourism context by the Fáilte Ireland County-Based Tourism Learning Networks (CBTLN) initiative.

The Small Firm Learning Network model has been adapted for operationalisation in the mergo CBTLN programme, based in the south-east and the south-west, and details are reported in this paper. The model and its incumbent learning approach is based on an action learning ethos, involving small business operators and support agencies and incorporating local learning sets, a web community, and a series of learning interventions. Representing a marked departure from traditional training delivery in this sector; the approach has resulted in active and substantial involvement in the network among participating tourism enterprises. As the network facilitates the individual tourism business in developing key capabilities, this approach has an incremental and augmented impact through the larger network, thereby working towards achieving the ultimate objective of improved competitiveness in the Irish tourism sector.

LITERATURE REVIEW
In a conventional large business environment, training is usually provided at a company facility that is separated from the normal workplace in both geographic and organisational terms (Walther et al., 2005). The assumption is that there are a large number to be trained in company specific policies and procedures (Greig, 1997) and that initial formal training can be followed by one-on-one instruction as required. Despite being intrinsically different (Welsh & White, 1981), small firms are regularly offered generic training solutions originally designed for larger organisations, resulting in a training approach that often fails to address the needs of the small firm (Sullivan, 2000; Wyer et al., 2000). Notably, learning new capabilities can be difficult for entrepreneurs and small business owners in a traditional training programme like
that described above, as emphasis is often placed on immediately applicable learning in the small firm setting (Lawless et al., 2000). As a consequence, learning primarily takes place when practice and procedures are introduced in the workplace (Brown & Duguid, 1991), regardless of when the training occurs. Therefore, integrating learning in an adult’s work should facilitate better results than in an environment where training is performed in a remote context, detached from the individual’s work environment (a view supported by Ellinger & Bostrom, 2002; Lim et al., 1997, among others). As articulated by Peters (1996:6): “people learn best about work, at work and through work, within a structure which encourages learning” (a view supported by Denscombe, 1998 and Saunders et al., 2003; among others). Furthermore, there is little to suggest that small firms are a homogeneous group (Duhan et al., 2001), particularly in relation to learning (Devins et al., 2005; Kelliher & Henderson, 2006), thus a generic training solution is unlikely to be of value when each firm has specific training and learning requirements in the context of individual size, sector, structure and the owner manager’s attributes (Johnson, 2002). This perspective is articulated by Perren et al. (1998:353), who suggest that "owner-managers need context specific and timely support rather than generic training programmes". It is important to note that criticism has also been levied on government initiatives in this regard (for example: Lange et al, 2000; Matlay, 1999; among others), while educational institutions have historically been chastised for their narrow class-based approach to small firm education (Taylor & Thorpe, 2004).

From an Irish perspective, recent research into entrepreneurs’ attitudes to training and support initiatives found that traditional training programmes and support failed to take on board the cultural, educational and social background of Irish entrepreneurs (De Faoite et al., 2004), a finding consistent with those of Johnson (2002) and Devins et al. (2005), among others. The survey results also underlined the value of non-formal support structures, and emphasised the overriding importance of networks and business mentors in this context. In fact, networks were identified by the surveyed entrepreneurs as the most required support structure, followed closely by the provision of business mentors, with appropriate industrial and sector expertise. These findings point to the need for training interventions to be based on helping entrepreneurs and their organisations to learn, rather than imposing prescribed solutions upon them (echoing Ellinger & Bostrom’s 2002 and Lim et al.’s 1997 research findings). Thus, there is a clear need for flexibility and ingenuity in content, delivery and applicability of training and advice in the small firm setting (Raffo et al., 2000; Dana, 2001; De Faoite et al., 2004). Based on the findings outlined in the literature review, it is the authors’ contention that
a learning network specifically designed for use in the small firm environment, such as that outlined in Foley et al.’s (2006) conceptual paper, offers clear guidance in this regard.

The learning network ethos
Research acknowledges the importance of network-centred learning (Devins et al., 2005; Taylor & Thorpe, 2004), where an integral part of this learning process is the complex network of relationships of the small firm owner-manager (Taylor & Thorpe, 2004). The underlying assumption is that training, while helpful in getting trainees started, is not sufficient to create necessary knowledge to apply to the work setting unless conceptual and procedural learning has occurred (Sahay & Robey, 1996). Unfortunately, single directional training programmes have a much lower learning potential than direct personal experiences, particularly in the small firm setting, as “Instruction and training programs are only effective if they are linked with actual use of new skills in the work environment itself” (Romme & Dillen, 1997:72). Therefore, pertinent training plans and schedules should include a continuous learning ethos, incorporating further individual development to facilitate learning at all organisational levels following initial training (Gomez et al., 2004), regardless of how, where and when that training occurred. Moreover, learning is not an activity limited to training programmes, no matter how specific and timely these programmes might be (Taylor & Thorpe, 2004). Specifically, learner ownership requires a wider trainee involvement at each point in the learning process to ensure the sought after change in ability and behaviour, and Chaston et al. (1999) suggest that allowing the learner to self-administer their self-development plan will facilitate greater and deeper learning in this regard. Thus, the training provider should seek to establish a relationship between the recipient’s training strategy and its learning capability, in order to make knowledge transfer easier (Gomez et al., 2004) in the small firm context.

Proposing a learning network model to bridge the small firm training gap
Foley et al. (2006) recommend the development of regional Learning Networks enabled by an integrated 3rd level, government agency and consultative training initiative to provide a flexible, action-oriented and accessible model of learning which addresses the unique issues faced by small firms. By placing the individual firm in a network which is composed of other businesses from their sector (addressing the issue of heterogeneity raised by Devins et al., 2005; Kelliher & Henderson, 2006; and Johnson, 2002), along with agencies and individuals who can assist the business, the individual firm can engage with peers and professional
advisers who can provide mentoring, support and information transfer to aid the process of the development of organisational capability in the small firm. In context, organisational adaptation and renewal can be understood as a learning process (Gomez et al., 2004; Hurst, 1996) that turns information into knowledge (Gherardi et al., 1998). Thus the dimensions of learning include learning commitment, systems thinking, openness and experimentation, and knowledge transfer and integration (Gomez et al., 2004), all tools associated with a learning network.

The Small Firm Learning Network Model (Fig. 1) is proposed as an approach to facilitate the development of key business capabilities in the individual small firm (Foley et al., 2006). Here, the training emphasis is on developing the correct skill set for the small firm owner and employees (as recommended by Dutta & Evrard, 1999), and should ideally be provided in the context of the individual trainee and in terms of their working environment (as emphasised in the work of Ellinger & Bostrom, 2002; Lim et al., 1997, among others). Considering the organic nature of learning in this environment, and the emphasis on action-based learning, there is significant value in providing flexible learning plans and processes (Mainemelis et al., 2002), to allow the individual to incorporate learning in their everyday work activities. Foley et al. (2006: 12) recommend “the active role of the facilitating agency in assisting participant enterprises to develop key organisational capabilities”. The intention is that this would be achieved through working with the network partners and the participant enterprises to identify key organisational strategies in this context.

The network is based on an Action Learning ethos and the focus is on enabling the individual participant enterprise to take control of the learning activity, which will result in much greater participant involvement, and enhanced contribution of learning to organisational performance. The composition of the learning network is critical; therefore, there should be a balance of skills present among the participants and training professionals; expertise in specific sectors, experience in working with small firms, and expert knowledge of the organisational learning process. It is vital that the network is anchored by a skilled facilitator, who has the ability and resources to take a strategic perspective on the issues facing the small firm, and to ensure that the composition of the learning network and the learning methodologies to be used are optimised. Government agencies are a critical partner in this context, and a close working relationship with the national development bodies is essential to ensure network success in this regard.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
As outlined in the literature review, small firms are distinctively heterogeneous in their nature, therefore it is preferable to focus on one sector when studying small firm learning, in order to provide a richer examination of the [business] context and minimise possible external influencers on performance (Gomez et al., 2004). Thus, this research offers insight into the Tourism Sector in Ireland.

This research consisted of a single in-depth case study (as recommended by Yin, 2003), wherein the researchers investigated the implementation of the Small Firm Learning Network Model within the merge Tourism Network over a year-long period. By applying this research method, depth and time series analysis can provide greater assessment than data collected at a single point in time (adapted from Kidder, 1981), particularly in a learning context (Sutton & Callaghan, 1987). Thus, an in-depth study of a single case is considered a valid contribution to the body of knowledge (Kelliher, 2005), particularly when multiple sources of evidence are used (Remenyi et al., 1998). Although one study cannot provide sufficient evidence to make robust generalisations, it can establish the existence of a phenomenon (Denzin, 1970), which is adequate for the purposes of exploratory research.

Having identified the appropriate research method, the authors established a case study protocol, which is “an action plan for getting from here to there” (Yin, 1994:66). While not vital in a single study (Yin, 1994), it is recommended as the research blueprint, focusing on what questions to study, what data are relevant, what data to collect, and how to analyse the results. Eisenhardt (1989:536) recommends that the researcher start with a broad research question, establish systematic data collection and ensure case access to create strong triangulated measures. Thus, the literature review, and specifically a review of the proposed Small Firm Learning Network Model (Foley et al., 2006) preceded this study, in order to gain insight in formulating the research objective, which is: to investigate the implementation of the Small Firm Learning Network Model within the merge Tourism Network.

Considering learning is not a single event, but rather a phenomenon to be studied in past, present and future terms, observational evidence was deemed to offer the most appropriate means of assessing the level of adjustment in this context (as recommended by Sutton & Callaghan, 1987). Thus, observations were carried out during the initial merge programme
cycle in 2006 and the participant and facilitator reactions to the network approach were solicited both formally and informally throughout the programme. This longitudinal study acknowledges the importance of imbeddedness (Pettigrew, 1990) in relation to analysing the implementation of the Small Firm Learning Network Model over time. Four of the authors were observers of the programme in an academic capacity, while one offered an inside view as mergo programme manager. A practitioner-academic partnership offers synergy in this regard, as a coordinated study gives greater depth than a single perspective. Essentially, these observations, coupled with participant and facilitator insights and a detailed review of internal documentation allowed the authors’ to build a rich description of mergo’s social scene (as recommended by: Dyer & Wilkins, 1991). This ultimately allowed the authors’ to describe both the unique and typical experiences and events within this environment as bases for theory (as argued by Dalton, 1959), while addressing potential bias through the constant iteration between the various datasets, including observations and data gathered during the programme, academic literature and mergo’s archived information. By building pre-established standards in each aspect of the case design, protocol, data collection, and analysis (as recommended by Kelliher, 2005), the authors provide for greater legitimisation of the research outcomes in this regard.

COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT FOR SMALL TOURISM FIRMS IN IRELAND
The performance of Ireland as a tourism destination is strong with over 7 million visitors in 2006. However, the environment for the small tourism operator is challenging. There is increased competition from a range of international tourism destinations. There has also been a marked change in visitor behaviour patterns with multiple shorter breaks during the year replacing the traditional two week annual holiday. The increasing dominance of the Internet as a channel for information and ordering in tourism means that the ability of the industry to offer attractive market propositions has become even more important. There is a growing realisation that to survive, our small tourism businesses must enter into competition that is constructive rather than destructive. According to the OECD, constructive competition (or co-opetition) makes the ‘pie’ larger, broadens the tourism product, and achieves successful product differentiation and innovation for world-class products:
In the future, competitive advantage of firms will not be determined primarily by the efficiency of production factors used, but by the firm’s ability to exploit available resources in the network.

(OECD Conference on Innovation and Growth in Tourism 2003)

As outlined in the literature review, organisational adaptation and renewal can be understood as a learning process (Gomez et al., 2004; Hurst, 1996) that turns information into knowledge (Gherardi et al., 1998). Importantly, being actively involved in a network can result in improved organisational performance as network competence is positively related to the organisations’ ability to develop a stronger market orientation (Ritter et al., 2002). The achievement of a market orientation, effectively the ability to generate intelligence on the market, distribute it through the organisation, and develop effective strategies in response to the market (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990) will in turn lead to improvements in organisation performance (Gray et al., 1999).

RATIONALE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FÁILTE IRELAND COUNTRY BASED TOURISM NETWORKS

Fáilte Ireland, which is the agency responsible for the development of the Irish tourism industry, has provided active support for the development of learning networks within Irish tourism, with the creation of the Fáilte Ireland County Based Tourism Learning Networks (CBTLN) initiative. This initiative emerged from the Fáilte Ireland Human Resource Development Strategy for Irish Tourism 2005-2010, which acknowledges the difficulties that small tourism operators in particular face, in gaining access to relevant business development resources:

Smaller businesses for example are more likely to struggle with the access and disruption issues related to education and training. They may also struggle to find the type of training they want, and may consider that more formal accredited courses are “over-engineered” for their stage of business development. (p.75)

The Fáilte Ireland strategy specifically commends learning networks as a mechanism to provide a solution (reinforcing the findings of Taylor & Thorpe, 2004; Romme & Dillen, 1997 and Gomez et al., 2004), and calls for ‘coordinated collaboration’ between all the stakeholder groups in Irish tourism to achieve the optimum level of HR support for operators, including representative bodies, education and training providers, and public sector bodies, along with the tourism enterprises. Notably, this initiative seeks to address the concerns raised by Johnson (2002), Perren et al. (1998) and Matlay (1999) in relation to government and
educational support agencies’ antiquated approach to small firm training. This ‘coordinated collaboration’ has been facilitated through the funding of the County Based Tourism Learning Networks (CBTLN) programme by Fáilte Ireland. The School of Business at Waterford Institute of Technology was awarded the contract in 2006 to design and manage the Fáilte Ireland CBTLN initiative in the south-east, and in the Cork-Kerry area. Branded as the *mergo* Tourism Network, over 140 small tourism businesses - from traditional bed and breakfasts to hotels, heritage sites and marine activities became members of this network in 2006. This project afforded the authors the opportunity to examine the implementation of the Small Firm Learning Network Model, within the Fáilte Ireland *mergo* CBTLN network environment.

**OPERATIONALISATION OF THE SMALL FIRM LEARNING NETWORK MODEL WITHIN THE TOURISM CONTEXT**

This section of the paper will examine the implementation of the Small Firm Learning Network Model (*Fig. 1*), within the Failte Ireland *mergo* CBTLN network.

![Diagram of the Small Firm Learning Network Model](source: Foley et al., 2006)

*Figure 1*

*The Small Firm Learning Network Model*
The key model components are now discussed in the context of the studied network and cited literature, namely: capabilities analysis, learning interventions, learning set, network composition, anchor organisation, government agencies and control tools.

1. Capabilities Analysis
A key distinguishing feature of the Small Firm Learning Network Model is the active role of the facilitating agency, in this context, Waterford Institute of Technology, in assisting participant enterprises to develop key organisational capabilities. While firms strive for competitive advantage, it appears that capabilities, effectively complex skillsets embedded in the organisation which facilitate the optimum coordination of the various functional activities (Day, 1994), provide the key to understanding how this competitive advantage can be achieved. Within the learning network model, capability building is achieved through working with the network partners and the participant enterprises in identifying key organisational capabilities, which are assessed in the context of the target market, and are embedded through the network activity. What is desirable is that the individual enterprise is enabled to offer a clearly identified target audience a ‘package’ of service elements, which addresses the needs of the customer. Critically, the ability to offer this proposition is dependent on the small firm’s knowledge of market needs – and the ability to develop organisational resources and capabilities that match the needs of the marketplace. In this context the issue of capability-building is key, driven by a knowledge-intensive network which facilitates the development of key skill sets within the participant enterprise, and utilises the research and industry expertise of the network to ensure that market knowledge is used to develop an informed market position for the enterprise. Thus, the focus is on enabling the individual participant enterprise to take control of the learning activity, which will result in much greater participant involvement, and enhanced contribution of learning to organisational performance. A driver of this capability analysis is an individual learning needs analysis (LNA) which each participant within the Failte Ireland merge CBTLN network completes when commencing the programme. The LNA provides a tangible statement of existing level of capability across a number of functional areas in the tourism enterprise, and facilitates the participant in the process of setting action-oriented objectives, to enhance key capabilities. This approach echoes the advice of Ellinger & Bostrom (2002) and Lim et al. (1997) wherein the training intervention is based on the entrepreneur’s learning needs.
2. Learning Interventions

The *mergo* network uses a number of varied learning interventions – all have one thing in common, they are based on what is relevant to the individual tourism enterprise – and they are flexible and easy to access.

*Action-based learning*

The approach to learning within the network is characterised by an action learning approach – practitioners are fully involved in the learning process, with a ‘hands-on’ focus (as per Denscombe, 1998; and Saunders et al., 2003). Participants establish their own learning objectives, captured within learning needs analysis, which inform individual action plans. Notably, allowing the participant to self-administer their development plan in this way will facilitate greater and deeper learning (Chaston et al., 1999), particularly in a network environment. Participants are also assisted in achieving these objectives through the learning set, web community, residential seminars, and facilitation.

*Mentoring and Facilitation*

Participant enterprises on the *mergo* programme are assigned to learning sets composing up to 12 entrepreneurs, ensuring the recommended network ethos is embedded in the programme (De Faoite et al., 2004). Generally, these sets are geographically allocated, though in some instances, they can be themed by product orientation. A trained facilitator is matched to each learning set on the basis of the development needs of the individual participants, combined with local industry development requirements. The initial capability analysis featuring an examination of the learning needs of the participant informs the individual action plan (the Tourism Business Development Plan) for each participant. The facilitator then assists each participant with the ongoing completion of this plan throughout the programme (see Fig. 2).
This approach to learning is a distinct departure from the conventional training programmes criticised by Taylor & Thorpe (2004) and Walther et al. (2005) in the literature review. Specifically, this approach addresses the unique learning needs of small firms (Sullivan, 2000; Wyer et al., 2000).

Interactive Shared Learning
Formal training in the *mergo* network is clustered over two residential ‘networking events’ where all tourism businesses in the network in the entire region (i.e. south east or south-west) congregate, typically in a member hotel, for two days of interactive workshops on a range of business development issues across the functional areas of marketing, managing the regulatory environment, IT as a business tool, and tourism enterprise development and HRM. Clustering sector-specific groups in this manner solidifies the benefits of network activity for each participant (Devins et al., 2005). These events have a strong social aspect, supported by a residential dinner on the first evening, to facilitate active networking. In addition, small group sessions on web marketing addressing how the small tourism operator can use the web to best effect are presented throughout the programme at well-equipped computer labs, linking training with actual use of new skills in the work environment (as recommended by Romme & Dillen, 1997).

The *mergo* extranet (web community) provides a web-based resource with multiple functions – including an online forum for discussing topics of interest, a record of requests for information from participants, and responses to these requests. Each participant has a space on the site for hosting of individual action plans. The website provides an effective channel to share learning across the geographic boundaries of the network, resulting in the flexible application of small firm learning commended by Raffo et al. (2000), Dana (2001) and De Faoite et al. (2004), among others.

3. Learning Set
The learning set is the core learning unit within the network. These local networks are composed of generally up to 12 businesses, meeting 8 times throughout the year, with each
session lasting on average 3 hours. The trained *mergo* facilitator ensures that the set is focused on targets, individually through the action plans, and also local development needs. These learning sets allow tourism businesses to raise a broad range of issues, from signage to effective marketing, to requests for tourism statistics, which are then highlighted in the web community. Each set component contributes to network-centred learning (Devins et al., 2005) – a key aspect of the small firm learning network model.

4. Network Composition

The participant composition of the network is quite diverse, which means the businesses involved are quite complementary in focus. This presents opportunities, for example, for the accommodation providers to link up with product providers (e.g. activity centres) to offer an attractive proposition to the visitor. Quite often, this level of integration is missing at local level, and therefore offers a tangible benefit for network participants, through the facilitation of knowledge transfer and information flow (Gomez et al., 2004).

5. Anchor Organisation

*Professional Management Resource*

The *mergo* programme is hosted and managed by the School of Business at Waterford Institute of Technology (WIT). A key strength of the *mergo* programme is the professional management resource, including a Programme Manager, Administrators (based in the south-east and south-west), Projects Coordinator and Research Assistants. There is substantial emphasis on information flow throughout the network – driven by the *mergo* team who use multiple sources such as Fáilte Ireland, national and international databases, local authorities, industry support agencies and importantly other members of the broader network to generate responses to queries raised by local tourism businesses, which are then disseminated through the web community. Indeed, information is a particular strength of the *mergo* network with the production by the *mergo* team of important data on all aspects of successfully managing a tourism business. This includes original market research, featuring a major study in 2006 on visitor attitudes and behaviour in the south-east and south-west. The level of support for the participants from the central office is comprehensive, effectively providing a ‘one-stop’ consultation and information hub.
Academic-practitioner partnership

An academic-practitioner partnership (as recommended by Taylor & Thorpe, 2004) is a distinctive characteristic of the merge network, and a number of WIT’s academic employees are actively involved in the merge programme through supervision of the appointed research assistant’s academic studies, and learning set facilitation. Notably, each research assistant is registered for a Masters in Business under the tutelage of an appropriate academic supervisor, and their research studies are directly linked to the practice and outcomes of the merge network implementation. The insights gained from the academic studies can then be disseminated through the network for the benefit of participants. This approach facilitates in-depth programme reflection and a deepening of the collaborative intent between all network parties.

6. Government Agencies

Learning within the network is enhanced with the involvement of other agencies and educational institutions who are partners in the initiative also, including Fáilte Ireland South East, Fáilte Ireland Cork and Kerry, Cork Institute of Technology, West Cork Leader, the Leader companies throughout the relevant regions, FAS and also a number of local authorities. The key organisational partnership is with Fáilte Ireland as the funding agency, and regular consultations are held with the national tourism authority. There are other CBTLN programmes running throughout the country and the merge tourism network coordinates activity with them through Fáilte Ireland. This is the first such collaboration in Irish tourism, offering a new and innovative approach to small firm training and learning within the sector. This ‘community of practice’ ethos promotes the stakeholder interactivity promoted as the optimum approach to small firm learning in the literature review (for example: Lange et al., 2000 and Matlay, 1999; among others).

7. Control Tools

It is important, within a learning network, that the effectiveness of the network activity can be assessed. Individual action plans, driven by the participants, based on objectives and informed by the learning interventions are useful for this purpose.

Action plan

Each participant has an individual action plan, called a Tourism Business Development Plan (TBDP) which acts as a control tool for the programme. Participants on the programme are
eligible for a Certificate in Tourism Business Practice awarded by Waterford Institute of Technology, at HETAC level 6. The TBDP is structured along the four functional areas of the Certificate: Introduction to Tourism Marketing, Regulatory Framework for Tourism Businesses, IT as a Business Tool and Tourism Enterprise Development. This certification reinforces the links between academia and practice, a core element in the small firm learning network model (Foley et al., 2006), and encourages practice-led qualifications in pursuit of life-long learning among tourism entrepreneurs and small business owners.

360 degree evaluation
Apart from the formal evaluation of participants, all programme interventions including learning seminars are evaluated by the participants. This tool promotes iterative model refinement, echoing Raffo et al. (2000) and De Faoite et al. (2004) in the literature review.

EVALUATION OF THE LEARNING NETWORK MODEL IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of the Small Firm Learning Network Model within the context of the mergeo Tourism Network has proven to be very effective. Through active involvement in the network, participants have been assisted in developing key organisational competences across a number of functional areas such as web marketing, cooperative marketing, HRM, finance, and critically, networking competence. A tangible indicator of the positive attitude of the participants to the network is the commitment by 68 of the participants to continuing with a modified network structure beyond the initial year of the programme. Selected comments from participants (below) also indicate the benefits that the participants perceive that they have gained from active involvement in the network:

‘For years I have felt isolated in a business sense. Then along came mergeo and immediately I am part of a network in my area. The support I am getting from as far away as Waterford has renewed my interest in my business. The days of divide and conquer in the tourist industry are fast disappearing thanks to mergeo’

‘The mergeo tourism programme has given people working in the tourism sector, like me, a voice and an opportunity to address issues at county level by working with fellow provider. The mergeo networking events have provided me with new skills and opportunities for cooperative marketing which will help us to continue developing our product’
These testaments reinforce the business development value of applying a learning network approach to the small tourism business environment.

**Learning Outcomes from Implementation of Small Firm Learning Model**

It is appropriate to revisit the Small Firm Learning Model, based on the experience of the operationalisation of the model within the context of the *mergo* tourism network. The testing of the model within the tourism context has generated findings which will facilitate model refinement to enhance its effectiveness and its generalisability to other sectoral contexts. One such refinement would be to introduce a mentoring service to complement the existing group facilitation process. Participant enterprises benefit from a number of substantial supports; the learning set, the *mergo* central office, and the web community. It would also enhance the network to have mentors available to individual participants to provide guidance on functional issues such as finance or marketing, or on general business development challenges. This peer-to-peer contact on an individual basis would facilitate participants in situations where confidentiality or inhibition present difficulties within the learning set context. The other significant learning outcome captured from the implementation of the model within the tourism context has been the importance of the learning dynamic within the learning set, and the positive impact that more progressive participants can have on those who are not as experienced and whose business may not be as well developed. This has obvious implications for decisions relating to the configuration of learning sets in future applications of the model. In particular, it is apparent that being part of a learning network facilitates knowledge and experience transfer among the participants themselves- it is important that future iterations of the learning model capture this exciting dynamic.

**CONCLUSION**

This paper examined the implementation of the Small Firm Learning Network Model (Foley et al., 2006), in particular, its operationalisation within the Failte Ireland *mergo* CBTLN Network. This in-depth case study offered clear indications as to the benefits of the small business learning network model when implemented in a practical environment. Key benefits include customised learning sets, access to a wide network of academic and practical knowledge and skill, and a clear path to the development of business capabilities in the small firm environment. The operationalisation of the Small Firm Learning Model has also resulted
in some valuable insights, relating to participant mentoring and the benefit of peer interaction, which will enhance the future development of the model.
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